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The development of the transistor has provided an active element having

important advantages in space awl power. As a result, the question arises

whether strategic insertion of such active elements in passive networks

might lead to interesting results. This paper gives a theoretical analyds
confirmed by experiment, of certain possible network applications of tran-

sistors. Four general areas are considered in which transistors are used as

follows: to reduce the detrimental effects of dissipative reactive elements, to

eliminate the necessity for inductors in frequency selective circuits, to pro-

duce two terminal envelope delay structures having zero loss, and to invert

the impedance of reactive structures. The conclusion is drawn that judicious

interspersion of transistors in a transmission network enables performance

to be achieved which would otherwise be unobtainable or uneconomical.

INTRODUCTION

It has become customary through the years to classify linear circuits

as cither active or passive. This convenient, but arbitrary, division has
encouraged a philosophy that regards each as a separate and distinct

domain. The recent spectacular advances in active devices suggest that

in some cases the traditional boundaries should be erased and that a
unified approach should be made.

In particular the development of the transistor offers the possibility

of interspersing small active elements throughout a passive network to

achieve certahi desirable effects. This paper intends to survey a few
of the ways in which a transistor can be used to advantage in trans-

mission networks. The discussion is divided into four parts as follows:

1. Reduction of dissipation.

2. Elimination of inductance.

3. Production of delay.

4. Inversion of impedance.

* Presented in part at the Radio Fall Meeting, Toronto, Ontario, Oct. 28
1953.
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The fii-st portion offers a new approach to the everpresent problem

of imperfect reactive elements. The second portion discusses a method

of combining resistance and capacitance with transistors to produce

characteristics conventionally realized by inductance and capacitance.

The third portion proposes a technique for obtaining any specified

delay characteristic with a two terminal active structure. The fourth

portion considers means of using a transistor to transform passive ele-

ments of ordinary size into passive elements of greatly reduced size.

I. REDUCTION OF DISSIPATION

For simplicity in the treatment of network problems it is frequently

assumed that purely reactive elements will be used. In many cases this

approximation is satisfactory; other times it is worthless, and a more

realistic analysis must be made. In this latter case one possibility is to

nullify the unwanted dissipation by means of a bridge balance.' This

will entail the acceptance of some flat loss. Another possibility is to

msert active elements within the network in order to supply just enough

energy to offset the inherent dissipation of the elements. This second

approach, until now relatively unexplored, is being tried with promising

results. To avoid introducing new terminology the discussion will em-

ploy the concept of negative resistance which has been studied with

interest by many investigators.
"

Negative Resistance

Negative resistance is a misleadingly simple name applied to a com-

plex phenomenon. The term implies behavior in some opposite sense

to that of an ordinary positive resistance. This is true only for a limited

range of frequencies and signal levels. As generally used negative re-

sistance refers to a two terminal active network or electronic device in

which the voltage-current ratio has a negative real part and negligible

imaginary part.

Table I — Negative Resistance

Parameter

Independent variable
Required external imped-
ance

Effect of internal gain re-

duction
Associated reactance

Shunt Type

Voltage controlled
Short circuit stable

Increased magnitude of

Rn
Parallel capacitance

Series Type

Current controlled
Open circuit stable

Decreased magnitude of

Rn
Series inductance
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For convenience the simple forms of negative resistance may be di-

vided into two general classes which are duals in a network sense. Since

these classes have been identified in the literature in several different

ways, it seems desirable to summarize the major characteristics in the

form given in Table I.

Therefore a shunt negative resistance is one whose magnitude is

controlled mainly by the voltage across its terminals. It is short circuit

stable which means it must operate into a low impedance. When the

internal gain used to produce the effect is reduced, the magnitude of a

shunt negative resistance increases. In addition it should be associated

with a parallel capacitance to predict its behavior outside the working

band of frequencies.

One method of producing a two terminal shunt negative resistance is

to arrange a transistor as shown in Fig. 1(a). To facilitate prediction of

the beha^dor of this combination it is desirable to derive an equivalent

circuit.

Equivalent Circuit of a Transistor Skvnt Negative Resistance

An equivalent circuit of the ti'ansistor and its associated network is

shown in Fig. 1(b). By denoting each condenser reactance as jX, the

circuit determinant, A, can be written as follows.

J2X -jX -jX
-jX r^ + r, + fi/ + jX -Rf -u
-jX -Rf Rf + ff« + jX -K„

r„ — ?„ -i?a r, + re -r„. + fi„

Next the input impedance is detennined as A/An .

From this formula the exact general expression for the input im-

pedance is found to be very cumbersome and will not be given. A useful

approximation can be foinid I)y making some simplifying assumptions

c^-
I

—

\AA '

1—V\Ar

:: =C Lef:

!>

Z —\AA <

'
<
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>-4Rf
J_C

(a) (b) (c).

Fig. 1 — Equiviilpnt circuit of transistor shunt negative resiatance.
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as follows:

Let re > > rb r^ > > n
re > > r> + 7^„ r„ > > r, -\- R^

Under these conditions the network can be represented by the equiva-

lent circuit shown in Fig. 1(c). This circuit consists of a parallel com-

bination of resistance and capacitance in which the capacitance is that

of the original two capacitances in series and the resistance is negative

and equal to four times the feedback resistor, R/ . Hence the magnitude

of the generated shunt negative resistance can be controlled by adjust-

ment of Rf . One measure of the accuracy of this approximation is how

much the "constants" of the equivalent circuit change with frequency.

Calculations of a typical case show that deviations in frequency of

±5 per cent cause deviations in both capacitance and negative resis-

tance of ±0.05 per cent. Hence this approximation is very accurate for

narrow band applications.

This circuit can now be used to advantage in a band filter.

Confluent Band Filter

A conventional confluent band filter is shown in Fig. 2(a). In this

structure the presence of dissipation in the series branches impairs

performance by introducing flat loss, whereas any dissipation in the

shunt branch not only produces flat loss, but, worse still, causes round-

ing of the transmission characteristic at the edges of the band. For

narrow filters having a small percentage band width, any appreciable

dissiptation in the shunt arm can degrade the transmission characteristic

beyond a reasonable tolerance. One good answer to this problem is to

use elements having an extremely low resistive component such as

quartz crystals. However, quartz is expensive and has other limitations.

Another solution is to build a negative resistance into the filter so as to

reduce the inherent element dissipation to zero or at least to a tolerable

value. In the present mse a shunt negative resistance will be used to

compensate the shunt branch. This is done by splitting the shunt ca-

pacitance of Fig. 2(a) and inserting the circuit of Fig. 1(a). This can be

illustrated by an example. When the filter of Fig. 2(a) is designed to

give a 5 per cent band at a midfrequency of 10 kc and impedance level

of 600 ohms the shunt branch offers an undesirably low impedance to

the compensating transistor circuit and in addition requires cumbersome

element values. Both difficulties can be corrected by using capacitativc

impedance transformations on each side of the shunt branch, thereby
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(a) CONVENTIONAL

jf^-^TSCO^^WV-*

(b) ACTIVE

Fig. 2 — CoiiHueiifc band filters, (a) Conventional, (b) Active.

raising the impedance of the shunt liranch without changing the im-

pedance level at the input and output terminals. At the same time the

elements assume much more reasonable values. The modified configura-

tion together with the active portion is shown in Fig. 2(b).

Using the filter described above, a series of transmission curves were

calculated and are shown in Fig. 3. When ideal elements are assumed,

the transmission is

e = kY

where k =

(p= + kp-\-l) [p' + kp' + {k' + 2) p2 + fcp + 1]

/2-/1

VfJi
and P = 3^

Calculation of this expression results in the classical characteristic

lal)eled "Ideal Passive". When, however, typical values of element re-

sistance are introduced, the transmission is

c'' = 27?i {b,v + b,p') (ftp + ^.p" + &,p')

(au + aip + aip- + a^p^ + 0:4^^)^ — {hp + ^ip"^)-
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where

ao = Hid + g)

a2 - RMia + ff) + T,{T2 + T2,) + ^2] + R2T^T,,

Q, = RMi(T2 + T23) + A,T,] (7 =
-'

/fa

04 = R1A1A2 Ti = ^it'i

5i = R2T, T2 = R2C2

52 = RiTiTn T'aa = b'
XLS

/3i - n(i + 9)
'

^'^ ^ ii

^2 = ri(r2 + ^23) Ai = LiCi

03 = TxA2 A2 = L2C2

This expression with the compensating negative resistance /?3 = «=

produces the characteristic labeled "Practical Passive".

The dotted curves show the effect of adding various amounts of

negative resistance to the shunt branch by letting R> assume negative

values. The number on each dotted curve is the ratio of the resistive

component of the shunt arm at anti-resonance to the magnitude of the

compensating negative resistance. For example, for the curve labeled

p = 1 , the resistance in the shunt arm is entirely compensated so that

the loss is only that due to the resistance in the series arms. By increasing

the amount of compensation in the shunt arm so that p > 1, called

overcompensation it is possible effectively to nullify the losses in the

series arm as weU. Comparison of the active curve labeled p = 1.21

with the "ideal passive" curve shows that this technique of resistance

compensation can produce a practical filter having a characteristic equal

to that of a filter having ideal elements. Filters of this type have already

been successfully used in field test equipment.

When the degree of compensation is increased still further, the filter

begins to provide gain in the band as shown by the p = 1.36 curve. It

is clear that continued increases in the compensation will eventually

absorb the terminations causing the structure to become unstable.

Although the curves given in Fig. 3 are all calculated, tests on experi-

mental models show excellent agreement. To a reader having long ex-

perience with passive filters the development of negative insertion loss

may seem a Httle surprising. In order to lend an air of authenticity to

this midband gain it is instructive to consider the behavior of a resistive

tee section having a negative element. This is a reasonable analogue,
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because at midfrequency the reactive component becomes zero in each

branch of the filter.

Transmission of Symmetrical Tee

The insertion loss of a synunetrical tee section with positive resistance

is a well known concept. It is douljtful, hoi\e\'er, if the behavior of a tee

with a negative element is equally well known. Consider the section

shown in Fig. 4 opei'atiug between terminations R and having series

arms, Ra aiida shnntarm, Rb - XormaUze by letting a = Ra/R andfo =
Rb/R. Insertion loss is plotted vs. b with a as the third parameter. For
h positive the usual loss pattern results; for 6 negative, a more complex
situation develops. When b is very large and negative, the section is still

producing a small loss, hut as b becomes smaller in magnitude the loss

drops to zero and finally becomes a gain. There is a lower limit on the

magnitude of b beyond which oscillations will occur. This limit is reached

when 26 = -(a + I).

9.6 10.49.7 9.8 9.9 10.0 10.1 10,2 10.3

FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 3 — Transmission of confluent band filters.
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Singularities of Confluent Band Filter

Repent work on insertion loss design and potential analog methods by

S. Darlington and others has fostered the practice of characterizing a

network by plotting its natural modes and infinite loss points in the

complex frecjuency plane. In the present case it is instnictive to study the

effect that rediu'ing dissipation will have on the singularities. A full

section confluent band filter has five infinite loss points and eight natural

modes. In Fig. 5 the singularities of the passive, confluent band filter

discussed earlier are plotted in the complex frequency plane and identi-

fied by the digit one. A single infinite loss point or zero lies on the nega-

tive sigma axis, a pair falls at the origin, and a conjugate pair is located

near the midband frequency. The natural modes or poles consist of two

conjugate double pairs situated at about the upper and lower cut off

frequencies of the filter. The distance of the complex singularities from

20

= a

=b

LOSS = -20 LOG,o
2b

_(ci + l) +2b(a + l)_

a =

n s =0.-1

0-3
0.2
n.1
^^Nv

-1 -
1 -.^^" -0.

b

6 -0 .4 -0 2 -0,1

\̂
y

1

1

1

10 <

ZERO LOSS b = -

ASYMPTOTE b = -

aa

3 + \

Fig, 4. Transmission of symmetrical tee section.
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Slter.

EfToct of reducing dissipation on singularities of confluent band

the real frequency axis is a funfition of the amount of dissipation in the

elemets. When a vakie of negative resistance corresponding to the

p = 1 curve in Fig. 3 is added to the passive filter, the singularities move

from positions marked 1 to those marked 2 in Fig. 5. Adding a larger

amount of negative resistance corresponding to the p = 1.21 curve in

Fig. 3 produces the singularities marked 3. It should be noted that the

infinite loss point on the negative sigma axis as well as the two at the

origin have not moved. If the dissipation in the shunt branch is reduced

by removing the coil and replacing by one having half as much resistance,

the singularities change from position one to position four. In this case

the infinite loss point on the sigma axis does move. This illustrates that

the change in pattern of singularities resulting from use of negative

resistance is similar to, but not the same as, that resulting from use of

passive inductors having higher values of Q.

M-Derivcd Band Pass

In order to provide a sharp cut-off in a filter use is often made of m-

derived peak sections. In the configuration shown in Fig. 6 loss peaks will

occur at selected frequencies above and below the pass band provided

the elements are nearly free of dissipation. The closer the attenuation

peaks are to the pass band the more nearly free from dissipation the
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elements must be for good performance. As in the previous case, a

transistor negative resistance is used to compensate the anti-resonant

portion of the shunt arm. The magnitude of this resistance can also be

adjusted to serve the additional purpose of compensating for resistance

in the series resonant circuit in the shunt arm, as well as the series reso-

nant circuits in the series arms.

The transmission of a non-dissipative m-derived band filter between

unit resistive terminations is

_e ^ kp[{l - m')p' + (2 - 2m' + k^)p' + (1 - m')]
^

(mp2 -^- kp -\-m) [p4 + kmp^ + (k^ -|- 2) p^ + kmp + 1]

where m = /l -
(^J

Assuming no dissipation a peak section with an m of 0.86 will give the

characteristic shown in Fig. 7 labeled "Ideal Passive". However, when

this filter is constructed with typical elements the curve labeled "Prac-

tical Passive" results. By introducing a suitable amount of negative

resistance the transmission of the practical filter can be made comparable

to that of the ideal filter, as illustrated by the curve labeled "Practical

Active".

For maximum utility active filter sections must be capable of being

connected in tandem to form composite filters without instability, re-

flections, or interactions. Fig. 8 shows that these filters meet this require-

ment by giving the measured transmission of a band filter composed of

two dissimilar peak sections. On the basis of attainable electrical charac-

c^(

—

nm^—^^Y^_j_/v\^

—

^wy>—1(—

o

Yig. 6 — Active M-derived band filter.
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9.3 9.4 9.5 9,6 9.7 9.6 99 10.0 10.1 10.2 10.3 10.4 10.5 10,6 IO,7

FREQUENCY IN I^ILOCYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 7 — Transmission of M-derived band filters.

teristics, active filters of this kind appear to offer potential competition

to the crystal channel filters used in broad band carrier systems.

Working Model

To further emphasize this fart the photograph of Fig. 9 shows a

model of a composite band filter designed to transmit a 4-kc band at a

midfrcqucncy of 98 kc. This model contains seven miniature, adjustable,

ferrite inductors, miniature capacitors, and two n-p-n junction transis-

tors. The transmi-ssion characteri.stic is shown in Fig. 10. Hence in some

cases by employing active circuitry it is possible to use miniature com-

ponents tlicrcby gaining at Ica.st an order of magnitude in the size and

weight of structure.
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8 5 9.0 9.5 10.0 10.5 11.0

FREQUENCY IN MLOCYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 8 — Resistance compensation of multi -section filter.

Series Negative Resistance

For satisfactory performance in many applications a series resonant

circuit should approach zero impedance at the resonant fre(|uency. To

reduce the residual dissipation in an ordinary tuned circuit a series

negative resistance, consisting of two transistors, can be used. This

techni(iue is illustrated in Fig. 11 which shows how a purely reactive

shunt branch can be achieved in either an m-derived low pass filter or

a confluent band elimination filter.



I''ig. 9 — 98-kc active channel filter.
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Fig. 10 — Active channel filter.
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II. ELIMINATION OF INDUCTANCE

In the practical realization of frequency selective networks it is some-

times awkward, difficult, or even impossible to make effective use of coils-

as inductive elements. This is true, because of severe limitations on space,

exacting tolerances on undesired modulation, or necessity for operation

at extremely low frequencies.

It has been well know-n for some time that inductive elements can be

eliminated without restricting the repertoire of the network designer

provided he is willing to purchase this freedom by introducing active

elements to supply gain. '

It can be easily shown that the transmission through a high gain feed-

back amphfier is proportional to the product of the short circuit transfer

admittance of the input network and the short circuit transfer impedance

of the feedback network

:

f^ = YiZt

In addition it is also kiiow^n from energy relations that passive net-

works containing only one kind of reactance cannot produce complex

poles in the short circuit transfer admittance. It is instructive to con-

sider the application of these principles to some familiar kinds of trans-

mission networks. These networks can be logically divided into two

classes: those which are primarily concerned with amplitude such as

filters, and those mainly concerned with phase such as delay equaUzers.

(a) (b)

Fig. 11,— Use of series negative resistance, (a) M-derived low pass filter, (b)

Band elimination filter.
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Non~indiictive Filters

Low Pass

Consider first an image parameter, constant-Zv, low pass filter which

is usually built as a ladder-type structure of series inductance and shunt

capacitance. A full section contains three reactive arms and produces an

asymptotic loss that increases 18 db per octave.

The transmission is given by the following expression

where wo = cut-off frequency in radians per second.

The function has thi'ee polos, one real and two complex conjugate.

The question now arises how this function can be divided between the

input and feedback networks so as to be physically realizable. Since we
know that a passive H-C structure cannot have complex poles in the

short circuit transfer admittance, there is no choice but to use the

impedance function in the feedback circuit for this purpose. It is now
found that any R-C structure which will provide the complex poles insists

on providing a real zero for good measure. This unwelcome zero can be

nullified by supplying its counterpart as a pole in the admittance func-

tion. The transmission is now rewritten, as follows:

1 "] r 1 -\- ap
e ' = '[

(1 +a.^V)(l + «P)_ _1 + Wo^P + Wo V.

and the singularities are shown in Fig. 12(a). Since the original transmis-

sion function also requires a real pole, the admittance function must now
supply two real poles. A simple ladder stnicture having three seiies

resistances and two shunt capacitances meets this requirement. The

complex poles cannot l)e supplied by a ladder structure, but require some

sort of bridge such as shown in Fig. 12(a).

At low frequencies the transmission through the filter depends on the

ratio of the total series input resistance to the total resistance in the

bridge arm of the feedback network. Therefore any amount of flat loss

or a moderate flat gain through the filter can be obtained simply by
adjusting the ratio of impedance levels of the input and feedback net-

works.

Simulation of functions by this technique does not provide a unique

solution since there is considerable freedom in choice of configuration

and location of the cancelling pole and zero.
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Fig. 12 — Non-inductive active filters.
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High Pass

Consider next a high pass filter mth cut-off at ojo. The transmission is

e = wj-V^

(1 + Wo V + t^o V)(l + ^0 V)

=
[

WoV 1 + ap

The complex plane plot in Fig. 12(b) shows exactly the .same pattern of

singularities as the low pass case with the addition of three zeros at

the origin. To rcaHze this function the feedback network remains un-

changed, whereas the input network becomes a ladder in which the

positions of the resistances and capacitances are interchanged.

Bmul Pass

A series resonant branch inserted in .series between resistive termina-

tions is a simple form of band pass filter having the following ti'ans-

mission

:

e =
\r\-\.
Q V

1 + co-'Q-'p + co-V^

\ -\- ap

'Q-V + <^n?V'']_1 + apj Ll + w;

where oj^ is the radian frequency of the peak and Q is a measure of the

sharpness of the peak.

The singularities shown in Fig. 12(c) consist of a zero at the origin and
two complex conjugate poles. Once again the complex poles are obtained

by a bridge circuit in the feediiack path. The usual penalty is incurred

by the appearance of a real zero which must be cancelled by a real pole.

Therefore the admittance function must supply a zero at the origin and
one real pole. This is done by a series combination of resistance and
capacitance in the input circuit.

Band Elimination

A parallel resonant l^ranch inserted in series between resistive ter-

minations is a simple form of baud ehmination filter having the following

transmission

:

-0
e = 1 + w,„ p 1

+ Wm"P^
~"~

1 + ap

The singularities consist of two conjugate zeros on the real frequency

axis and two complex conjugate poles. A bridge circuit in the feedback
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path supplies the complex conjugate poles and a parasitic real zero,

while a parallel tee in the input path provides the conjugate zeros and a

real pole.

It has been found that the experimental performance of the various

non-inductive filters described can be predicted with precision from the

theory.

Non-inductive Phase Sections

Non-minimxmi phase networks are used extensively to provide a

specified variation in phase with frequency without introducing any

change in attenuation. Such all-pass networks consisting only of reactive

elements are usually designed as lattices or bridged tee sections. It is

theoretically possible and practically desuable to represent any complex

all-pass structure by tandem arrangements of two basic all-pass sections

called first degree and second degree. The first degree structure pro-

tJ-vwH f-t-)pv^A^^ AAA-- -X—X-

(b)

*-WV\H
j

'-V\Ar-'

TWO leO" SECTIONS

J^

-o—o—

j(y

Fig. 13 — Non-inductive active phase sections.
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vides a total iihange in phase of 180° and is characterized by a single

pole-zero pair symmetrically located on the a axis as shown in Fig. 13(a).

Only one parameter, the distance from the origin can be chosen. The
second degree structure provides a maximum phase shift of 300" and
is characterized by two conjugate poles in the left half plane and two
symmetrically located zeros in the right half plane shown in Fig. 13(c).

The two parameters which can be selected are the rectangular coordinates

of one singularity.

It has been suggested that these functions can be realized without

benefit of inductance. Here again numerous arrangements are possible,

but only a few examples will be given. The basic operation is to perform
one division on the original transmission function resulting in a cjuotient

of unity and a fractioTial remainder of opposite sign. The fractional re-

mainder is then synthesized by a RC network in conjunction with an
amplifier.

Single 180° Section

The transmission of a single 180° section is

-0 _ 1 — tuJTy ^ 2fa)o _
1 + uo^p Wo + p

In this case the frac-tional remainder consists of only one real pole

which is realized by the R-C structure shown in Fig. 13(a).

Two 180° Sections

The overall transmission of two 180° sections in tandem is the product
of each transmission

g-" ^ _| "'J'
I I

".! f
I

_ 2(fa;i + t02 )p _ .n - ^rv
] [

1 - ^rpi ^
Li + <^T'v\ Li + ^rW (1 + cor^p)(i + coi-^p)

In this case the fractional remainder consists of one real zero and two
real poles which arc realized by the R-C structure showia in Fig. 13(b).

Single 360° Section

By far the most common phase corrector is the 360° section whose
transmission is

--[.-

= 2
_1 + dp.

I + ap

Ll + Q-'W-'V + O^lnY.
- 1
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In this case the fractional remainder consists of a zero at the origin

and two conjugate complex poles which are realized by the R-C structvu'e

shown in Fig. 13(c).

III. PRODUCTION OF DELAY

It has also been proposed that a two terminal active delay equalizer

can be constructed with the help of a negative resistance. As shown in

Fig. 14 a two terminal network Z is connected between a resistive source

and load, each of magnitude, one quarter Ra. The network Z consists of

a parallel combination of a reactive network j-T and a negative resistance

(— /i?o). The transmission through Z is

e =

Ra R^

2 ^ fio - jX
jR,X Ro + jX

This is the desired function, because the ampUtude of the transmission

1
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Fig. 14 — Active all-pass section.
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is unity regardless of the size of X, and the phase and resultant delay are

fi-equoncy dependent, because .Y is a function of frequency. It is theo-

retically possible to produce the most complicated delay equalizer

characteristic by this method pro\'ided the negative resistance remains

constant over the desired frequency band. As examples only a single 180"

section and a single 3G0° section will be considered.

A 360° section results when the reactance is a single antii-esouance

given by

X^ ""^
1 - oi^-LC

the transmission is

where

A; = ^ 6j«, and Q = (w„Z?oC)"

In this case there are two degrees of freedom, namely, the width of

the delay characteristic and the location of the peak frequency.

The circuit is shown on Fig. 14, where the transistor supplies the

negative resistance, the magnitude of which is controlled by the ad-

justable I'esistanco. A typical delay characteristic is also shown on

Fig. 14.

A single 180° section can be obtained by simply omitting the coil in

the above circuit. This is equivalent to letting A'' ^ — (coC) so that

-s ^ p — tup

p -H Wo

where wo = (R(iC)~^

IV. IMPEDANCE INVERSION

Two networks are said to be invci'se if the product of their impedance

functions is a constant. Given a network of passive elements, there are

standard topological methods for finding its structural inverse if it exists.

Another method is to use an acti\-e circuit in conjunction with the given

impedance so that the combination offers an impedance inverse to that

of the original impedance. This is a special case of modifying an im-

pedance by feedback.'^ By means of such methods passive circuit ele-

ments can be made to appear electrically much larger or much smaller
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than they really are. For example, as shown in Fig. 15(a), by using an

active element a parallel combination of convenient elements such as a

0.1 henry inductance and a 10,000 fitxf capacitance can be made to look

like the series combination m Fig. 15(b) of difficult or sensitive elements

like a 100 henry inductance and a 10 fifif capacitance.

This transfonnation can be made with the transistor circuit of Fig.

15(c) which is also drawn as the equivalent circuit of Fig. 15(d).

In the circuit of Fig. 15(c) the resistor Ra is adjusted so that the

k y
d

d"^ o
o

10//^ F

(a)

C ^R

r^mLe

(c)

-R'>-L'S^ :±z-C'

(e) (f)

Fig. 15— Impedance inversion.
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parameters of the transistor and the associated external circuit will

satisfy the following equation

2n Rp

To eliminate non-essentials it will be assumed that rj and r^ are neg-

ligibly small, and R^ « r,. Then by a straightforward, but lengthy,

analysis the driving point impedance is found to be

Z = i?2 -
p^L'C' + p|^, + l

where L' ~ \L Rp =

R = \Rp X ^=

^raR

R + 4ro

4n

C
C' = ~ ro = Vc — r,„

The circuit representing this impedance is shown in Fig. 15(e). Smce

negative elements are not convenient a final transformation is made to

the circuit shown in Fig. 15(f).

CONCLUSION

The distinctive properties of the transistor suggest careful considera-

tion of a philosophy which regards the transistor as a circuit element to

be introduced at strategic points within a network. Initial work indicates

that the judicious interspersion of transistors in a transmission network

makes possible performance otherwise unobtainable or uneconomical.

This paper has presented examples of how transistors may be used to

reduce dissipation, to eliminate inductance, to produce delay, and to

invert impedance. Undoubtedly this is only the beginning of exploration

which should extend the horizons of Jietwork design.
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